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Hello and welcome to AP English 3. AP English 3 is a course that will prepare you for 

college through a rigorous course that analyzes texts from the beginning of the American 

colonies to current American texts. We will be reading through many different novels and plays 

throughout the year, and we will have many different discussions based off of literary analysis 

and literary theories we have learned throughout the course. Due to the rigor of the course, we 

will be moving through the novels and plays in a rapid fashion. 

For the summer assignment this year, we will be creating a DBQ, Document Based 

Question, essay that goes hand-in-hand with that of the AP US History summer assignment. The 

assignment will count for both classes and I will be grading the essay using a rubric that focuses 

upon the thesis, organization of evidence used, and mechanics of the analysis throughout the 

entirety of the essay. 
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Rubric taken from the AP US History Scoring Guidelines: 

 

  

A THESIS/CLAIM (0–1 pt) 1 pt. Responds to the prompt 

with a historically defensible 

thesis/claim that establishes a 

line of reasoning. 

To earn this point, the thesis 

must make a claim that 

responds to the prompt rather 

than restating or rephrasing the 

prompt. The thesis must 

consist of one or more 

sentences located in one place, 

either in the introduction or the 

conclusion. 

B EVIDENCE (0–3 pts) Evidence from the Documents 

1 pt. Uses the content of at 

least three documents to 

address the topic of the 

prompt.  

 

OR  

 

2 pts. Supports an argument in 

response to the prompt using at 

least six documents 

 

Evidence beyond the 

Documents. 1 pt. Uses at least 

one additional piece of the 

specific historical evidence 

(beyond that found in the 

documents) relevant to an 

argument about the prompt. 

To earn one point, the response 

must accurately describe —

 rather than simply quote — the 

content from at least three of 

the documents. To earn two 

points, the response must 

accurately describe — rather 

than simply quote — the 

content from at least six 

documents. In addition, the 

response must use the content 

of the documents to support an 

argument in response to the 

prompt. 

 

To earn this point, the response 

must describe the evidence and 

must use more than a phrase or 

reference. This additional 

piece of evidence must be 

different from the evidence 

used to earn the point for 

contextualization 

C MECHANICS (1 pt) 1 pt. Essay does not contain 

any grammatical or 

punctuation errors 

To earn this point, students 

must demonstrate a mastery of 

the English language in the 

written context in terms of 

grammatical and punctuation 

use. 



What is a DBQ? 

DBQ stands for Document Based Question. It is a type of essay that provides you with 

documents to serve as sources of information for your writing. Each DBQ you take will look 

very similar. There are certain things that are always given to you: 

• Historical Context: This is a paragraph that tells you some background information about the 

topic of the essay. This will help you write your introduction. 

• Task: This is the actual question that you are attempting to answer in the essay. This will help 

you write your THESIS, or last sentence of your introduction. 

• Documents and Scaffolding Questions: There will typically be 5-7 documents that will be used 

to help you write your essay. Each document will also have 1-3 questions that you must answer 

before writing the essay. These questions will help get you thinking about how to shape your 

essay. 

 

Writing a DBQ: A step by step guide 

Step 1: Read the Historical Context and write the first sentence of your essay. 

This step will let you know what the essay is about and give you ideas for writing your 

introduction. 

Let’s look at the historical context for this essay together. 

Historical Context example: Throughout the 1700s and 1800s, different groups of American 

colonists began settling in North America. As the land near the coast became more crowded, the 

colonists began to look to the vast unknown Western Frontier for places to settle. 



Sometimes, the most difficult sentence to write in an essay is the first one. The historical context 

will help you do this. From that paragraph, we need to find the WHO, WHAT, WHEN, and 

WHERE of this essay. 

 

WHO 

WHAT 

WHEN 

WHERE 

 

Now, we need to combine those 4 pieces of information into one “Historical context statement.” 

Give it a try below. Write one sentence that states all 4: Who, what, when, and where. 

Historical Context Statement: 

Remember this sentence, because it will be the first sentence of your essay! 

 

 

Step 2: Read the task and write your thesis. 

This step is one of the most important in writing a DBQ. Your thesis is the last sentence of your 

introduction, and it is the most important sentence in the entire essay. To write a thesis, you have 

to know what task you are being asked to complete. Let’s look at the task together. 

 

Task: Based on your learning and the documents that follow, write an essay that addresses the 

following task. Choose two reasons why Americans migrated West and for each provide: 

• Discuss the historical circumstances that led to migration 

• Describe the effects of this migration on the United States and/or American society 



Now that you know what you have to do, you are ready to write your thesis statement. This is 

your 1-sentence answer to the task question. In other words, you need to answer all parts of the 

question in 1 sentence so that I know basically what you will say in your essay. Give it a try 

below. 

 

Thesis Statement: 

 

 

Remember this sentence, because it will be the LAST sentence of your introduction! You now 

have the first and last sentences of your introduction. That, however, is NOT an entire 

introduction. You still need the sentences that come in the middle and get you from your 

historical context to your thesis. There is not one correct way to do this, but many. We will come 

back to this step later. 

 

Step 3: Read the documents and answer the scaffolding questions. 

This step will take some time, but it is important because this is where you will get most of your 

information for the essay. As you read and examine each document, you must do 3 things: 

1. Answer the scaffolding question(s) 

2. Fill out your outside information box (this can be bullet points, but the information must be 

something that is NOT in the document but is related) 

3. Label each document based on which topic you think it would fit best with. 

  



Step 4: Outline your essay 

Before you can begin writing your essay, you should always create an outline. You do not need 

to follow the format of the outline below, but you should have an outline containing all of the 

same parts. In your body paragraphs, you should use 4 out of the 6 documents total. That would 

equal out to 2 documents for each of the body paragraphs (or 1 per topic). 

 

Historical Context Sentence: 

Thesis: 

Body Paragraph 1 Topic: 

Document #s: 

Intro 

Outside Info: 

Body Paragraph 2 Topic: 

Document #s: 

Outside Info: 

Restated Thesis: 

Conclusion 

 

 

Step 5: Write the essay 

Introductions 

Start by writing your historical context sentence. This is the first sentence of your introduction. 

Now, you need 2-3 sentences to get to your thesis. A good idea is to set up the examples that you 

plan to talk about in your essay. These should be in your outline, so you don’t have to think them 



up from scratch. For this essay, it might be good to have one sentence setting up your religious 

colonies and another sentence setting up the colonies established for other reasons. 

The last sentence of your introduction should be your thesis. Remember, your thesis is 

ALWAYS only 1-SENTENCE. If your thesis is more than one sentence, then it is wrong! It 

should answer all parts of the task question within that one sentence. 

Body Paragraphs 

You should have at least one body paragraph for each part of the task question. For this essay, 

you will probably either have 2 body paragraphs (one for religious and one for 

economic/political) or 4 paragraphs (1 for each document). Your body paragraphs will consist 

mostly of information from the documents. However, you will also need outside information 

(that is why we put it on the outline). 

Each body paragraph should start with a topic sentence. Think of a topic sentence as half of your 

thesis. Instead of addressing all aspects of the task, your topic sentence addresses one aspect of 

the task. In this essay, that would mean that one paragraph is set up as about religious colonies 

and the other is about the economic and political colonies. 

After your topic sentence you will get into the substance of your essay. I recommend using what 

I like to call the “rule of 4s.” The rule of 4s means that you should have 4 sentences any time that 

you use a document and 4 sentences when you bring in an example of outside information. This 

works out to 4 sentences about a document, 4 sentences about a second document, and 4 

sentences of outside information. 

The outside information can be done in two ways. It can be 4 sentences paired up with the 

discussion of one of the document topics OR it can be a stand-alone topic that was not in a 



document. You must also remember to use transition sentences when changing topics. This 

means writing a sentence like: “Another colony that was formed for economic reasons was…” 

Any time you change topics, ALWAYS use a transition sentence. You should also be sure to not 

end abruptly. 

Have a sentence at the end to wrap-up the big topic of the whole paragraph. 

Your body paragraph will be structured something like this: 

• Topic sentence 

• 4 sentences of document information 

• Transition sentence 

• 4 sentences of document information 

• Transition sentence 

• 4 sentences of outside information 

• A sentence to wrap-up the paragraph 

Conclusions 

Conclusions should be easy because you don’t have to say anything new. Basically you start by 

just restating your thesis in different words. Next, summarize each of the topics you discussed. A 

good way to do this is to write one sentence for each document that you used. Finally, wrap-up 

the entire essay with one good concluding sentence. Make sure your last sentence isn’t cheesy. 

Read it to yourself and determine if the voice within it meets the expectations of the audience. 


